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Identi�ation of video transitions by multi-sale gradientanalysisSilvio Jamil Ferzoli Guimar~aes - UFMGNeuimar Jerônimo Leite - UNICAMPMihel Couprie - ESIEEArnaldo de Albuquerque Ara�ujo - UFMGAbstratThe video segmentation problem onsists in the identi�ation of boundaries betweentwo onseutive shots. These boundaries an be subdivided in ut and gradual tran-sitions. The �rst one is haraterized by a onatenation of two shots and the seondone orresponds to the gradual transformation of a shot into another. The simplestgradual transitions are fade and dissolve. The ommon approah to solve the identi�-ation problem of these features in a video is based on dissimilarity measures betweenframes. The possibility of representing the video transitions by spei� patterns in a2D image, alled visual rhythm, and to apply image proessing tools on this image is aninteresting alternative to ope with this problem. In this work, we onsider the morpho-logial multi-sale gradient operators to identify ut and gradual transitions at the sametime on the visual rhythm representation. Three di�erent morphologial operators areonsidered: a multi-sale gradient proposed by Soille and two variants of this operationbased on ultimate erosion and thinning onepts. Also, the Canny's �lter is used toompute the gradient values.1 IntrodutionThe segmentation of the video strutures an be onsidered as a problem of dissimilaritybetween images (or frames). Usually, the ommon approah to ope with this problem isbased on dissimilarity measures that are used to identify the boundary between onseutiveshots. The simplest transitions between two onseutive shots are ut and gradual tran-sitions [10℄. A ut is a onatenation of two onseutive shots. When there is a gradualtransition between two shots, new frames are reated from these shots [10℄. Usually, thereare spei� methods for eah kind of transition. Methods to identify the uts an be foundin [17, 2, 9℄. Methods for deteting fade and dissolve an be found in [18, 6, 12, 8, 19℄. Mostof these methods onsider dissimilarity measures to haraterize the video transition. Iftwo frames belong to the same shot, then their dissimilarity measure should be small. Twoframes belonging to di�erent shot present high dissimilarity value, whih an be a�etedby the ourrene of di�erent e�ets suh as, zoom, pan, tilt, ash, and so on. Thus, thehoie of a good measure is essential for the quality of the segmentation results.1
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(a) (b)Figure 1: Video transformation: (a) simpli�ation of the video ontent by transformation ofeah frame into a olumn on the visual rhythm representation; (b) a real example onsideringthe prinipal diagonal sub-sampling.
(a) Cut

(b) Fade-out
() DissolveFigure 2: Example of transitions



Gradual detetion 3Another approah to the video segmentation problem is to transform the video imagesinto a 2D image representation, R, and to apply image proessing methods on R to extratthe di�erent patterns related to eah transition. Informally, eah frame is transformed into avertial line ofR, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). This approah an be found in [16, 4, 13, 9, 8, 7℄.A de�nition of visual rhythm is given in [4℄ and in [13℄, both de�nitions are related to thesame video transformation and sub-samplings of eah frame, like the prinipal diagonalsub-sampling, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). In [4℄, Chung et al. applied statistial measuresto detet some patterns, but the number of false detetions is very high. In [13℄, Ngo et al.applied Markov models for shot transition detetion whih fails when there is low ontrastbetween textures of onseutive shots. In [9℄, we proposed a method to identify uts based onvisual rhythm analysis onsidering morphologial and topologial tools. In [8℄, we proposeda method to identify fades based on visual rhythm by histogram analysis that onsidersdisrete line identi�ation. Here, we propose a new approah to detet both ut and gradualtransitions. The idea of this approah is to identify fuzzy and abrupt transitions vertiallyaligned, in the visual rhythm representation, through multi-sale gradient operators. In thiswork, we onsider three di�erent morphologial multi-sale gradient operators: the Soille'smulti-sale gradient and two other proposed variants of this method based on ultimateerosion and thinning onepts. And also, we use the Canny's �lter [3℄ to ompute thegradient values.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, we introdue the visual rhythm representa-tion. In Se. 3, we present the basi onepts on mathematial morphology onsidered here.In Se. 4, we de�ne the multi-sale morphologial gradient operators. In Se. 5, we proposea methodology based on multi-sale operators to identify both the ut and the gradualtransitions, and disuss some experiments. Finally, in Se. 6, we give some onlusions.2 Video transformationLet D � Z2, D = f0; :::;M � 1g � f0; :::; N � 1g, where M and N are the width and theheight of eah frame, respetively.De�nition 2.1 (Frame) A frame f t is a funtion from D to Z, where for eah spatialposition (x; y) in D, ft(x; y) represents the graysale value at the pixel position (x; y).De�nition 2.2 (Video) A video V, in domain 2D+ t, an be seen as a sequene of framesft. It an be desribed by V = (ft)t2[0;time�1℄ (1)where time is the number of frames ontained in the video. Next, we give some de�nitionsabout the video transitions, onsidered in this work, namely, ut, fade and dissolve.2.1 CutDe�nition 2.3 (Cut) A ut is a kind of transition in whih two onseutive shots areonatenated.In Fig. 2(a), we illustrate an example of ut.



4 Guimar~aes, Leite, Ara�ujo and Couprie2.2 FadeThe fade transition is haraterized by a progressive darkening of a shot until the last framebeomes ompletely blak, or inversely [2℄. A more general de�nition of fade is given in [12℄where the blak frame is replaed by a monohrome frame. The fades an be subdividedinto fade-ins and the fade-outs.De�nition 2.4 (Fade) A fade is a progressive transition from a monohrome frame M toa visual intensity frame P , or inversely.Tfi(t) = �(t)�M + (1� �(t))� P (t) (fade� in)Tfo(t) = �(t)� P (t) + (1� �(t)) �M (fade� out)where �(t) is a transformation funtion that is usually a linear funtion and t 2 [0; tf � 1℄,tf being the duration time of the fade. M is a monohrome frame (e.g., white or blak).Fig. 2(b) illustrates an example of fade-out.2.3 DissolveUnlike the ut, the dissolve transition is haraterized by a progressive transformation of ashot P into another shot Q.De�nition 2.5 (Dissolve) Dissolve is a progressive transition from a shot (P ) to aonseutive shot (Q) with a non-null duration. Eah frame of the transition an be givenby: Td(t) = (1� �(t))� P (t) + �(t)�Q(t) (2)Usually, the dissolve is onsidered as a generalization of the fade, where the monohromeframe is replaed by the �rst (last) frames of the shot. Fig. 2() illustrates an example ofdissolve.2.4 Visual rhythmWhen we work diretly on the video, we have to ope with two main problems: the proess-ing time and the hoie of a dissimilarity measure. Looking for reduing the proessing timeand using tools for 2D image segmentation instead of a dissimilarity measure, we transformthe video into a 2D image, alled visual rhythm [4, 13℄.De�nition 2.6 (Visual rhythm) Let V = (ft)t2[0;time�1℄ be an arbitrary video, in domain2D+ t. The visual rhythm #, in domain 1D+ t, is a simpli�ation of the video where eahframe ft is transformed into a vertial line on the visual rhythm#(t; z) = ft(rx � z + a; ry � z + b) (3)where z 2 f0; :::;M# � 1g and t 2 f0; :::; N# � 1g, M# and N# are the height and the widthof the visual rhythm, respetively, rx and ry are ratios of pixel sampling, a and b are shiftson eah frame. Thus, aording to these parameters, di�erent pixel samplings ould be



Gradual detetion 5onsidered, for example, if rx = ry = 1 and a = b = 0 and M = N , then we obtain allpixels of the prinipal diagonal. If rx = �1 and ry = 1 and a =M and b = 0 and M = N ,then we obtain all pixels of the seondary diagonal. If rx = 1 and ry = 0 and a = 0 andb = N=2, then we obtain all pixels of a entral horizontal line. If rx = 0 and ry = 1 anda =M=2 and b = 0, then we obtain all pixels of a entral vertial line.
(a) (b)

() (d) (e)Figure 3: Example of patterns on the visual rhythm assoiated with ut and gradual tran-sitions.The hoie of the pixel sampling is an interesting problem beause di�erent samplingsan produe di�erent visual rhythms with di�erent patterns. In [4℄ we an see some pixelsamplings together with their orresponding visual rhythm patterns. In this work, it is saidthat the best results are obtained by onsidering diagonal sampling of the images beausethey an enompass horizontal and vertial features. In Fig. 3 we give some examplesof patterns that an be found on the visual rhythm. Aording to the features of thetransitions, we note that all uts are represented by \vertial sharp lines". Also, all gradualtransitions are represented by vertial aligned gradual regions, independently on the pixelsampling. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the ut transition. Fig. 3(b) and () give examples of fadeand, �nally, Fig. 3(d) and (e) orrespond to dissolves.3 Basi oneptsIn this setion, we desribe some basi morphologial operators onsidered in this work(see [15, 14℄ for more details). Let B be a at struturing element (SE) and its homoteti



6 Guimar~aes, Leite, Ara�ujo and Couprierepresentation (�B = f�b j b 2 Bg; � � 0), suh that the size � represents the radiusinformation of the SE.De�nition 3.1 (Morphologial gradient) Let Æn and "n be the dilation and erosionwith a struturing element B of size n, respetively. The morphologial gradient �n of sizen is de�ned by �n = Æn � "n (4)The morphologial gradient, also alled thik gradient, gives the maximum variation ofthe funtion in a neighbourhood of size n. If the size n equals the width of the transitionbetween regions of homogeneous graysale, the morphologial gradient will output the on-trast value between these regions. However, the output of this gradient is represented bythik edges.Another interesting morphologial operator that extrats light regions of the image,smaller than a ertain SE, is the white top-hat de�ned as follows.De�nition 3.2 (White top-hat) Let n be an opening by a struturing element B of sizen (n = Æn"n). Let f be an original image. The white top-hat WTHn of size n orrespondsto the residue of the opening, and is de�ned byWTHn = Id� n (5)where Id is the identity operator, \�" may represent the binary or graysale di�erene forbinary and graysale images, respetively.The white top-hat represents the residues related to a spei� size of the SE. Another op-erator an be onsidered if we replae the opening by the erosion in white top-hat de�nition.This new operator is alled inf top-hat [5℄.De�nition 3.3 (Inf top-hat) Let "n be an erosion by a struturing element B of size n("n). Let f be an original image. The inf top-hat ITHn of size n orresponds to the residueof the erosion, and is de�ned by ITHn = Id� "n (6)Two other important operators, the ultimate erosion and the thinning, that will beexplored in this work, are assoiated with the simpli�ation of the images. The ultimateerosion indiates the moment in whih a onneted omponent disappears. Its de�nition isgiven next.De�nition 3.4 (Ultimate erosion) The ultimate erosion represents the set of all om-ponents of an image that disappears from one erosion step to the other, when we onsiderinreasing SE. It is de�ned for binary and graysale images as follows.ULT (X) =[n f"1(n)(X)nG"1(n)(X)["1(n+1)(X)℄g (7)ULT (f) =_n f"1(n)(f)�G"1(n)(f)["1(n+1)(f)℄g (8)



Gradual detetion 7where G is the morphologial reonstrution by dilation operator [15, 14℄.De�nition 3.5 (Thinning) Let us onsider a point x in a 1D image (or signal) g. We saythat a point x is destrutible for g if one neighbor of x has a value greater than or equal tog(x) and the other neighbor has a value stritly smaller than g(x). The thinning proedureonsists in repeating the following steps until stability: i) selet a destrutible point x; ii)lower the value of x downto the value of its lowest neighbor.Seletion of destrutible points must be done in inreasing order of value, so that eahpoint is modi�ed at most one. Points having the same value are sheduled with a �fo poliywhih guarantees that, in ase of large at maxima, the thinned signal is \well entered"with respet to the original one. This proedure is in fat a partiular ase, in the 1Ddomain, of a topologial operator introdued by [1℄. Topologial operators have as aimto simplify the image while maintaining the topology. [1℄ presented operators for imagesegmentation based upon topology whih generalizes to 2D graysale images the notions ofbinary digital topology ([11℄). In Fig. 4, we illustrate the thinning of a 1D image.
(a) Original (b) ResultFigure 4: Example of 1D thinning. Dotted line in (b) represents transformed pixels of theoriginal image.4 Multi-sale gradient based on WTHThe possibility to detet smooth variations between regions by onsidering thik gradientoperators provides an important tool to identify gradual video transitions. Nevertheless,the result of these operators yields thik edges as result and, also, false edges (merge ofthe gradual boundaries) that an be produed if the distane between two transitions issmaller than the width of the used struturing element. These problems an be avoided ifwe onsider the multi-sale gradient proposed by Soille in [15℄. In this setion, we desribethis gradient and propose two variants of this operator based on the morphologial ultimateerosion and thinning transformations.4.1 Soille's gradientThe multi-sale gradient model proposed by Soille an be represented by the blok diagramin Fig. 5. Aording to this model [15℄, the problem of thikness introdued by the mor-phologial gradient is avoided by the appliation of erosions on the thik image. To avoid
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Figure 5: Soille's multi-sale gradient.the merge of boundaries, a white top-hat is applied to the thik gradient before the erosionoperation.De�nition 4.1 (Soille's morphologial multi-sale gradient) The morphologialmulti-sale gradient at sale n is given by:�Sn = �n � L[1℄"(n�1)WTHn�n (9)where �n, "(n�1) and WTHn represent the thik gradient of size n, the erosion of size n� 1and the white top-hat of size n, respetively. L[1℄ represents a thresholding operation.For the appliation onsidered here, the problems of this approah are diretly assoiatedwith the hoie of the SE family. The �rst problem we an identify is related to the qualityof the detetion. For example, let us onsider a 1D signal (Fig. 6(a)) and a homotetifamily of SE. If we apply the Soille's gradient on suh on�guration the transition is notwell identi�ed for the orresponding sale (Fig. 6(b) and ()). The seond problem onernsthe elimination of regions due to the introdution of the erosion operation. Finally, fromthis approah, it is not possible to lassify the deteted transitions aording to a parameterof size, i.e., we an not identify the transitions of a spei� size k beause these transitions,identi�ed at a ertain sale i, orrespond to the transition size smaller than i. Intuitively, thisproblem an be avoided by the di�erene between two onseutive levels, but the gradientvalues depend on the thik gradient that may vary at onseutive sales. In Fig. 7(b) weshow the result of the Soille's gradient applied to the image in Fig. 7(a). Here, the parameterof size is in the range [1; 7℄, and the �nal result orresponds to the supremum of the gradientvalues at all levels.To ope with the above problems, we propose to replae the erosion by the ultimateerosion operation. In this ase, we preserve the same properties of the Soille's gradient, thatis, the omputation of thin edges and non merge the gradual boundaries. We also preserveall regions smaller than the orresponding SE.4.2 Multi-sale gradient based on ultimate erosionHere, we replae the erosion in Fig. 5 by the ultimate erosion.



Gradual detetion 9De�nition 4.2 (Multi-sale gradient based on ultimate erosion) Our proposedmorphologial multi-sale gradient at sale n is de�ned by:�Un = �n � L[1℄ULT (WTHn�n) (10)In Fig. 6(d) and (e) we illustrate the appliation of the multi-sale gradient based onultimate erosion, onsidering a ertain sale and a range of sales, respetively.The problem identi�ed here is assoiated with noise sensitivity, and with the fat thatthe transitions are not thin. Also, it is not possible to lassify the transitions regionsaording to a size riterion. In Fig. 7(), we show the result of the multi-sale gradientbased on ultimate erosion of the image in Fig. 7(a). The parameter of size is in the range[1; 7℄, and the �nal result orresponds to the supremum of the gradient values at all levels.Next, we propose a variant that replaes the ultimate erosion by a thinning operator.4.3 Multi-sale gradient based on thinningWhile the erosion operation may produe thik edges, the thinning transformation de�nesone-pixel-thin edges. Another feature of this operator is that it preserves topology in thesense of [1℄.De�nition 4.3 (Multi-sale gradient based on thinning) Our proposed morphologialmulti-sale gradient at sale n is de�ned by:�Tn = �n � L[1℄T (WTHn�n) (11)where T represents the thinning operator desribed previously.In Fig. 6(f) and (g) we illustrate the appliation of the multi-sale gradient based onthinning, onsidering a ertain sale and a range of sales, respetively.The problem of this approah is the high noise sensitivity. In Fig. 7(d), we illustratethe gradient based on thinning applied to the image in Fig. 7(a). Here, the parameter ofsize is in the range [1; 7℄ and the �nal result orresponds to the supremum of the gradientvalues at all levels.5 Transition detetionThe possibility to identify di�erent kinds of transitions onstitutes an important and inter-esting aspet of our approah. This is possible mainly due to the use of the morphologialmulti-sale analysis. In this setion, we present our algorithm for video transition identi�-ation, followed by a desription and analysis of the realized experiments.5.1 AlgorithmIn [9℄, we proposed an approah for ut transition identi�ation illustrated by the blokdiagram in Fig. 8(a). The method an be subdivided in two main modules: the gradientmodule and the spatio-temporal module. The former omputes the presene of a gradientand the seond one veri�es if the gradient values are vertially aligned. Here, we propose
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(a) Original

(b) Soille gradient () Soille gradient
(d) Gradient based onultimate erosion (e) Gradient based onultimate erosion(f) Gradient based onthinning (g) Gradient based onthinningFigure 6: Morphologial multi-sale gradient: (b,d,f) orrespond to the gradient values ata spei� level n = 4 and (,e,g) orrespond to the supremum of the gradient values atdi�erent levels (n = [1; 5℄) .to use a very similar approah, where the gradient module is replaed by a multi-salegradient module and the spatio-temporal module is internally modi�ed to adequate thepossibility of identifying thik transitions. In Fig. 8(b) we illustrate a blok diagram ofour proposed method to identify both ut and gradual transitions. Next, we desribe eahmodule separately.Let K be the maximum size of the transition to be deteted. This value is related tothe size n of the SE, and aording to the SE family used in this work, K = 2n + 1. Themulti-sale gradient module allows the identi�ation of abrupt and fuzzy regions. As statedbefore, we onsider three di�erent types of gradient operators:� Soille's gradient: this operator produes one-pixel-thin edges, but due to the �xed sizeof the SE used in the erosion operation, some gradient regions are not deteted.� Ultimate erosion: this operator preserves all gradient regions aording to the prop-erties of this erosion, and also one-pixel-thin or two-pixel-thin edges are produed ineah level.� Thinning: this operator preserves all gradient regions, as well as the topology (in thesense of [1℄) of the result obtained from the thik gradient.
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(a) Original image (b) Soille's multi-sale gradient
() Multi-sale gradient based on ultimateerosion (d) Multi-sale gradient based on thinningFigure 7: Examples of multi-sale gradients where the SE size is in range [1; 7℄. Theseresults orrespond to the supremum of gradient values of all levels.
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(a) Simple gradient

(b) Multi-sale gradientFigure 8: Blok diagram for detetion of transitions.



Gradual detetion 13These operators are omputed with respet to a ertain sale n, and to ombine theresults of various sales, a supremum operation is realized. This operation may produethik edges for all gradient operators.Here, we notie that we are interested in the presene of the gradient, without takinginto aount its values. Thus a thresholding operator is applied to the result of the gradientoperator. In Fig. 9 we illustrate examples of thresholded multi-sale gradient obtained fromthe image of Fig. 7(a) in whih we ompute the Soille's gradient at sale n = 7 (Fig. 9(a)),the multi-sale gradient based on ultimate erosion at sale n = 7 (Fig. 9(b)), and �nally,the supremum of the multi-sale gradient based on thinning at sales in the range n = [1; 7℄(Fig. 9()).The spatio-temporal module exeutes the identi�ation of vertial aligned transitions.Next, we desribe eah step of this module aording to the blok diagram desribed inFig. 8(b). Here, the input of the spatio-temporal module is a binary image orrespondingto the output of the gradient module:� Opening: this operation is used to eliminate small spatial omponents, i.e., we ignorethe time information. So, we onsider a vertial SE with size (radius) equals to 2.� Projetion: this operation is used to ompute the number of non-zero gradient valuesin eah olumn. A 1D signal is produed by this step.� Closing: the aim of this operation is to eliminate small \holes" on the projeted image.Empirially, we veri�ed that a good size of SE for the losing is 3, whih is assoiatedwith the size of the smallest shot (k = 2 � 3 + 1 = 7).� White top-hat: the aim of this operation is to onsider only the \dome" that arerelated to a transition size n . Thus, we ompute WTHn.� Thinning: the aim of this operation is to �nd the enter of transitions represented bythe regional peaks on the projetion image.� Inf top-hat: this operation omputes the peak values with respet to its neighborhood.As the results of the thinning is an image with one-pixel-thin edges, an inf top-hat oflevel 1 is suÆient to alulate the peak value. This operation onstitutes a type of�ltering in whih the plateau values are not onsidered. This �ltering an eliminateregions that are not vertially aligned but vary with respet to time.In Fig. 9(b), Fig. 9(d) and Fig. 9(f) we illustrates the 1D signals produed by theprojetion operation, omputed by Fig. 9(a), Fig. 9() and Fig. 9(e), respetively.5.2 ExperimentsNowadays, our video database ontains approximately 500 videos, but we onsider only 29videos that are hosen aording to the presene of zoom, tilt, ash, dissolve, fade, ut, et.In Table 1, we outline some features of our video orpus.To ompare the experiments, we use the quality measures de�ned in [9℄. The exper-iments realized in this work onsider the multi-sale gradient by Soille, and its variantsbased on the ultimate erosion and on the thinning transformation. Also, we realize an



14 Guimar~aes, Leite, Ara�ujo and CouprieNumber of events Average sizeCut 250 0Gradual (�15 frames) 140 9.00Gradual (>15 frames) 56 23.2Table 1: Features of the video orpus.experiment onsidering the Canny's �lter [3℄ to ompute the multi-sale gradient instead ofmorphologial gradient.The main feature of the morphologial gradient operators presented here is that alltransitions smaller than the parameter K are deteted onsidering a SE of size n. In ourexperiments, the parameter of SE size is equal to 7, and onsequently we searh to detetthe transitions of size smaller than K = 2n+ 1 = 15, this value orresponds to the averagesize of the gradual transitions. Aording to the features of the multi-sale gradient basedon thinning, we realize its experiments with the parameter of SE size in the range n = [1; 7℄.With respet to the Canny's �lter, the parameter used is � = 0:5, that is assoiatedwith the size of the smallest shot. Afterwards the omputation of this gradient for eah rowon the visual rhythm, we realize the following algorithm: the opening operation, to reduethe noise; the thinning operation, to �nd the enter of eah dome; to detet the horizontalmaxima; and �nally, to apply the spatio-temporal analysis as stated above.In Fig. 10, we show the graphis that relate some quality measures to the thresholdvalue. In Table 2, we outline the quality measure values obtained from these experiments.5.3 Analysis of results and parametersAs illustrated in Fig. 10, the results of our experiments are very similar. In general, themethod based on thinning is more sensitive to low and high values of threshold due to thehigher number of regions. On the other hand, the size of regions on the 1D projeted imageis diretly assoiated with the size of the transitions (as we an observe in Fig. 9). As we annote in Fig. 9, the method based on thinning produes more information and, onsequently,a high number of orret detetions is identi�ed as well as false detetions.Aording to all quality measures, the multi-sale gradient proposed by Soille presentsslightly better results, with respet to the studied variants, due to the fat that it produesless irrelevant information than the other gradients and, onsequently, the reward funtionbetween the false detetion and orret detetion is higher. The problem of Canny's �lter isits sensitivity to threshold values, that is, the number of orret detetions dereases veryfast when the values of threshold inrease, with respet to the other gradient used here.The misses in our experiments are mainly due to the quality of the videos and thepresene of motion in the gradual transitions and, also, the presene of hained dissolves.Finally, we an identify two types of parameters used in these experiments: the �xedparameters, whih are set only one, assoiated with the size of the SE and used to �lter theintermediate images; and the variable parameters, related to the size of transitions to be



Gradual detetion 15� Em Rf Soille 0.21 0.40 0.47 0.70Ultimate 0.21 0.46 0.47 0.67Thinning 0.17 0.36 0.35 0.72Canny 0.12 0.36 0.30 0.74Table 2: Quality measures: robustness �(0:3; 0:3), gamma measure , Em(0:08), Rf (0:02)deteted and the onsidered threshold. The tuning of these parameters is desirable beauseit allows the user to �nd a ompromise between over-segmentation and under-segmentation.6 ConlusionIn this work, we study the problem of video segmentation, where we transform the videointo a 2D image applying tools of image proessing. Here, we propose a new approahto identify ut and gradual transitions. Our approah is based on morphologial multi-sale gradient operators, more spei�ally, the Soille's gradient and two other variants thatare based on ultimate erosion and thinning. An interesting aspet we remark here is theinlusion relation between the multi-sale ultimate erosion gradient and Soille's gradient,where the former ontains the seond one.In a general way, the Soille's gradient present the best results, but the gradient basedon thinning ontains more information onerning, for example, the transition size. In thiswork, we are interesting mainly in identifying the presene of ut and gradual transitionswithout taking aount the size of these transitions. This information will be onsidered ina future work.From the above experiments, we observe that the use of the multi-sale gradient an rep-resent an interesting approah to ope with the problems of gradual transitions. Aordingto the features of the gradient based on thinning, a study about the relationship betweenthe transition size and this thinning an be envisaged. Also, a study of the behavior of thismethod ould be done onsidering its appliation diretly to the video data.AknowledgementsThe authors are grateful to CNPq, CAPES/COFECUB, FAPEMIG and the SIAMDCC/PRONEXProjet for the �nanial support of this work.Referenes[1℄ G. Bertrand, J.-C. Everat, and M. Couprie. Image segmentation through operatorsbased upon topology. Journal of Eletroni Imaging, 6:395{405, 1997.[2℄ A. D. Bimbo. Visual Information Retrieval. Morgan Kaufmann, 1999.
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(a) Soille's gradient (b) Line pro�le of the projeted image (a)
() Based on ultimate erosion (d) Line pro�le of the projeted image ()

(e) Based on thinning (f) Line pro�le of the projeted image (e)Figure 9: Example of multi-sale gradient analysis for transition detetion, where n = 7 forthe Soille's multi-sale gradient and gradient based on ultimate erosion, and n = [1; 7℄ forthe gradient based on thinning: the gradient omputation (a,,e) and the line pro�le of theprojeted image (b,d,f).
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